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Training simulators have become increasingly popular tools for instructing humans on performance in complex environments. However, the question of how to provide individualized and scenario-specific assessment and feedback to students remains largely an open question. In this work, we follow-up on previous evaluations of the Automated Expert Modeling and Automated Student Evaluation (AEMASE) system, which automatically assesses student performance based on observed examples of good and bad performance in a given domain. The current study provides a rigorous empirical evaluation of the enhanced training effectiveness achievable with this technology. In particular, we found that students given feedback via the AEMASE-based debrief tool performed significantly better than students given only instructor feedback on two out of three domain-specific performance metrics.

INTRODUCTION

Simulation-based training is becoming an increasingly important tool for teaching humans to perform complex tasks in novel environments. In particular, simulation helps to reduce the costs associated with live training, for example, by training pilots on the ground without incurring the fuel and mechanical costs of operating an aircraft. Nevertheless, simulators still suffer from the high labor costs associated with providing individually relevant instruction and feedback. Intelligent tutoring systems (Murray, 1999) can mitigate these costs by automatically providing individualized feedback, but require a substantial investment of time and expertise to construct the needed knowledge base, which in turn can become quickly obsolete.

In this paper, we evaluate the Sandia-developed Debrief tool and Automated Expert Modeling and Automated Student Evaluation (AEMASE) system (Abbott, 2002; Abbott, 2006) to determine whether the system provides useful feedback to students. The system assesses student performance on complex tasks by comparing against learned models of expert behavior in similar situations, thereby reducing the cost of engineering hand-coded knowledge bases. Most research into automated student evaluation has been conducted in the context of intelligent tutoring systems. Murray (1999) provides a survey of intelligent tutoring systems, while Corbett (2001) provides a review of the empirical support for their effectiveness. Jensen, Chen, and Nolan’s (2005) work on Combined Arms Command and Control Trainer Upgrade System (CACCTUS) provides one exception. This tool analyzes events from training sessions to find causal relationships among student actions and undesirable outcomes. The system then applies a set of rules to determine and highlight the correct behaviors. This work differs from AEMASE in that AEMASE attempts to learn a model for correct behaviors by observing experts, instead of relying on a crafted rule base. Relatively few efforts have been made at automatically acquiring models of correct behaviors. Anderson, Draper and Peterson (2000) used neural networks to create behavioral clones for piloting simulated aircraft, but their work focused on personal insights based on examination of neural network models of individual students. AEMASE uses its learned models to compare novice and expert behavior automatically.

In prior work, we have demonstrated the feasibility of automated performance assessment tools such as AEMASE through proof-of-concept demonstrations, a pilot study, and an experiment (Stevens, Forsythe, Abbott & Gieseler, 2009). The current study provides a more rigorous empirical evaluation of the enhanced training effectiveness achievable with this technology.

SIMULATION TRAINING

A significant cost in simulation-based training is the time demands on human instructors who monitor student actions and provide corrective feedback. The work presented here focuses on U.S. Navy training of Naval Flight Officers for the E-2 Hawkeye aircraft using a high-fidelity simulator. The three flight officers must learn to detect, track, and identify all assets, such as aircraft, and to provide communication among the commanding officers and all friendly assets. This currently requires a separate instructor to observe each student within the context of team performance and provide instruction based on observed misunderstandings, inefficient task execution, and ineffective or inappropriate actions. Such individualized instruction is labor intensive and contributes to high training costs. The purpose of this study was therefore to determine whether a group given verbal feedback from an instructor on their performance using an AEMASE-based debrief tool would outperform a group simply given verbal feedback alone. A positive result would then imply that use of automated evaluation systems such as AEMASE help to reduce overall training costs.

Establishing the validity of automated assessments requires moving beyond simple laboratory tasks to studies in a realistic training environment. Naval Flight Officers are trained and tested on several different simulators ranging from a part-task computer-based training system that runs on a single PC, to high-end systems, which faithfully replicates most aspects of E-2 operations and requires a team of instructors and operators to conduct training. For this study, we used the E-2 Enhanced Deployable Readiness Trainer, a fielded, medium-fidelity training system that presents students with the same mission software used on the E-2 aircraft.
Simulation training sessions require multiple instructors and can last hours at a time. Automated assessment of E-2 operator performance in these sessions would greatly reduce instructor workload and would increase overall efficiency.

AEMASE

The goal of AEMASE is first to let subject matter experts rapidly create and update their own models of normative behavior, and then use these models to evaluate student performance automatically (Abbott, 2006). The system operates in three steps. First, the system must acquire examples of behavior in the simulated environment. Next, machine learning techniques are used to build a model of the demonstrated tactics. The system then compares student behaviors in the same task environment to the expert model to establish a score. Afterwards, the student and instructor can review the training session by interacting with a plot of the time-dependent grade. The remainder of this section provides additional detail on these steps.

In the initial step, the system records examples of task behavior. The examples may include both good and bad behavior performed by either students or subjects matter experts. Examples may be obtained by performing exercises on the target simulator or within a relevant proxy environment. However, a subject matter expert must accurately grade the examples to provide AEMASE with points of reference in its comparisons to student behaviors during evaluation.

After acquiring graded example behaviors, the system applies machine learning algorithms to create the behavior model. An appropriate learning algorithm must be selected for each performance metric, depending on the type and amount of example data available, such that the resulting model generalizes assessments of the observed behaviors to novel student behaviors. We have implemented a suite of machine learning algorithms (e.g. neural networks, instance-based / nearest neighbor algorithms, support vector machines, linear regression, rule induction) and cross-validation tests to determine which algorithm makes the most accurate predictions for each metric.

Finally, the system uses the learned behavior model to assess student behaviors. As each student executes a simulated training scenario, his or her behavior is compared to the model for each performance metric. The model determines whether student behavior is more similar to good or bad behavior from its knowledge base, and helps to identify and target training to individual deficiencies. Initially, the knowledge base is sparse, and incorrect assessments may be common. However, the instructor may override incorrect assessments. The model learns from this interaction and improves over time.

For the research described here, we used AEMASE as a tool for after action reviews (see Figure 1), although the system could also be used to provide students with feedback throughout a training exercise. After action review is a general process for discussion of a training session to evaluate performance, diagnose problems, and build on successes. For training Naval Flight Officers, we used two basic types of AEMASE metrics.

The first type of AEMASE metric is Context Recognition, which assesses whether the student is maintaining the tactical situation within norms established by previous expert demonstrations. This is done by monitoring the values of one or more continuous metrics (e.g. positions, ranges, headings, fuel load, etc). Unexpected combinations of values indicate the student may not know what to do, or may be losing control of the situation. The Fleet Protection metric described below is a simple (one-metric) example.

The second type of AEMASE metric is Sequence Recognition, which assesses whether certain sequences of events provoke the expected sequence of responses. An example is Labeling Neutral Entities; a set of events (appearance of a radar track, detection of certain RF emissions) should lead to specific actions by the subject (labeling the track as a non-combatant). Any failure of the student to complete the sequence within a time limit (determined by modeling expert response times) is flagged for review.

![Figure 1: Debrief Tool With Automated Event Flagging.](image)

In an earlier study, AEMASE achieved a high degree of agreement with a human grader (89%) in assessing tactical air engagement scenarios (Abbott, 2006). However, the 68 trials assessed used only four subjects under three different training scenarios, and the range of correct behaviors was limited. In a more recent study, AEMASE achieved a high degree of agreement with human graders (83-99%) for three different E-2 metrics (Stevens, et al., 2009). However, these studies did not test whether giving students feedback based on the automated metrics would enhance training effectiveness and improve student performance. The current study takes the next step by quantifying the training benefit of instructor feedback based on automated metrics.

METHODS

The goal of this work is to determine whether students achieve higher proficiency when their instructor is assisted by the automated system. Toward this end, we compared two groups of students using the Naval Flight Officer training program. In the debrief group, the instructor used the debrief
tool to detect student errors and replay them during debrief for students. In the control group, the instructor used the same amount of time for debriefs but did not use a debrief tool.

Participants

Volunteer employees were recruited via advertisement. All twenty-two participants met certain required criteria for the experiment that reflected the requirements for an entry-level E-2 Hawkeye operator. The participants were split into two groups: a control group (N=12) and a debrief group (N=10). Two experienced E-2 Hawkeye Naval Flight Officers served as subject matter experts (SME’s).

Materials

Materials included an E-2 Distributed Readiness Trainer simulator obtained from the Naval Air Systems Command’s Manned Flight Simulator organization. The U.S. Government owned Joint Semi-Automated Forces simulation software was used to create and drive the scenarios for training and testing participants. In addition, the AEMASE software and AEMASE-based debrief tool were used during the experiment. Finally, the U.S. Government owned Common Distributed Mission Training Station software was used in the analyses of the data.

Procedure

The participants were asked to sign an informed consent form, and were then scheduled for an initial eight-hour training session. Here, an E-2 Hawkeye Naval Flight Officer provided a tutorial on E-2 operations emphasizing the basic radar systems task that would be the subject of the experiment. Following this initial session, the participants were scheduled individually for five simulation-based training sessions. All participants were led through these sessions in the same order. After finishing the training sessions, the participants individually completed two testing sessions. Human graders assessed each of three metrics (described below) for the testing sessions. Two trained experimenters graded each participant’s performance and performance was compared between the two groups.

Training Sessions

The five simulation-based training sessions were designed by an E-2 subject matter expert to teach the basic operations of the E-2 radar system on the simulator. The topics included simulator familiarization, check-in procedures, and managing air assets, managing surface assets and integration of air and surface pictures in complex tactical scenarios. For each session, the experimenters first demonstrated the proximate operation(s) on the simulator, after which the participant was asked to perform the operation(s) in scaled down, yet realistic, simulations. Since all five of these sessions were for training purposes, the experimenters were available to answer questions. Each training session lasted approximately 1.5 hours.

For the control group, the instructor gave participants real-time, verbal feedback of their training session performance deficiencies. For the debrief group, the instructor used a debrief tool featuring graphical depictions (e.g., timeline and occupancy maps derived by AEMASE) of participants’ performance in addition to real-time, verbal feedback.

Testing Sessions

The last two sessions were testing sessions in which the participants were assessed on their knowledge of the operations and tactics covered in the five training sessions. The participants completed these more difficult simulations without the help of the experimenters. Each testing scenario lasted about 1 hour.

METRICS

Based on guidance from the subject matter experts, we developed three metrics to grade the participants’ performance in the test sessions. These metrics correspond to a subset of those used by the Navy in training Naval Flight Officers, and include fleet protection, labeling of neutral entities, and battlespace management.

Fleet Protection

Participants were instructed to prevent non-friendly entities from nearing the carrier group. Performance was assessed based on the latency to commit friendly fighters to enemy fighters as they approached the carrier group. During training, participants were given feedback regarding how quickly they committed friendly fighters to non-friendly entities entering the battlespace. For those in the debrief condition, the Debrief tool was used to playback the scenario and participants were shown their performance.

Labeling Neutral Entities

Participants were instructed to label any neutral entity that appeared on the radar scope promptly and appropriately. This required a high degree of situational awareness due to the large number of radar tracks. The complexity of a scenario also prompted a subject to fixate on a small portion of the battlespace. The accuracy and latency with which the participants labeled these entities was assessed. During training, participants were given feedback regarding how quickly and accurately they labeled neutral entities. For those in the debrief condition, the Debrief tool was used to playback the scenario in order to point out the participants’ mistakes.

Battlespace Management

In one test scenario, the student was instructed to re-task fighter aircraft away from the initial combat air patrol station. Moving the fighters created a gap in air defenses, possibly allowing an incursion into protected air space as shown in
Figure 2. The student was expected to notice this vulnerability and re-assign other fighter assets to fill the gap.

Figure 2: Battlespace Management. In this battle problem, Fighter 1 is re-assigned to the East, leaving a gap in air defenses. The student should move Fighters 2 and 3 to fill the gap; otherwise, enemy Fighter 4 may penetrate the defenses.

At this time, AEMASE could not recognize speech from radio calls, so the automated assessment was based on analysis of readily available simulation data, such as the positions of friendly and enemy fighters over the course of the scenario. One method used to represent this data was an Occupancy Grid, shown in Figure 3. The battlespace was divided into a grid and the total amount of time spent in each grid cell by friendly and enemy fighters was computed, resulting in two matrices of time-weighted values. This approach is more informative than simple “snail trails” left behind by each entity because it captures information about how much time an entity spends at a location.

During training, participants were given feedback regarding whether or not they correctly re-tasked friendly fighters. Those in the debrief group were also shown how their AEMASE Occupancy Grid differed from an expert’s Occupancy Grid (Figure 3).

RESULTS

The two groups’ performance on the three metrics were compared using the t-test, which indicates whether the null hypothesis (no training benefit from the debrief system) may be rejected.

Fleet Protection

Participants in the debrief group performed statistically better than the control group (Figure 4). They committed their friendly assets to a potential threat much sooner than did the control group ($t = 2.03, p<0.05$).

![Fleet Protection - Response Time](image)

Figure 4: Fleet Protection – Response Time. When enemy aircraft approached the friendly aircraft carrier, the debrief group took significantly less time to respond ($t=2.03, p<0.05$).

Labeling of Neutral Entities

Participants in the debrief group outperformed the control group in labeling neutral entities (see Figures 5 and 6). They labeled neutral entities both significantly more quickly ($t=1.69, p<0.05$) and more accurately ($t=1.87, p<0.05$) than did the control group.

![Labeling Neutral Aircraft - Response Time](image)

Figure 5: Labeling Neutral Aircraft – Response Time. The debrief group responded to the appearance of neutral aircraft in significantly less time ($t=1.69, p<0.05$).

![Labeling Neutral Aircraft - Accuracy](image)

Figure 6: Labeling Neutral Aircraft – Accuracy. The debrief group correctly identified neutral aircraft more often ($t=1.87, p<0.05$).
**Battlespace Management**

In the test scenario, very few subjects in either group repositioned fighter aircraft correctly, as specified by the subject matter expert (Figure 7). There was no statistically significant difference between the two groups. From this data, it is not possible to determine which group would have achieved competency more rapidly.

![Figure 7: Battlespace Management.](image)

DISCUSSION

For two of three metrics, the group who received feedback via an AEMASE-based debrief tool (featuring graphical depictions of student performance) performed statistically better than the control group who simply received verbal feedback. This provides evidence that this tool facilitates training targeted at individual performance deficits. These results suggest that tools may decrease the cost of training to a fixed level of proficiency, either by increasing the student/teacher ratio, or decreasing the amount of time required.

Our next research objective for AEMASE is to support team training. We will identify team performance metrics consistent with the Team Dimensional Training (TDT) Paradigm (Smith, 1998), and enhance the capability of AEMASE by integrating speech recognition software to analyze communications between team members.
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